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1. Public Records (Scotland) Act 2011
The Public Records (Scotland) Act 2011 (the Act) received Royal Assent on 20 April 2011. It is the first new public records legislation in Scotland since 1937 and came into force on 1 January 2013.
Its primary aim is to promote efficient and accountable record keeping by named Scottish public authorities.
The Act has its origins in The Historical Abuse Systemic Review: Residential Schools and Children’s Homes in Scotland 1950-1995 (The Shaw Report) published in 2007. The Shaw Report recorded
how its investigations were hampered by poor recordkeeping and found that thousands of records had been created, but were then lost due to an inadequate legislative framework and poor records
management. Crucially, it demonstrated how former residents of children’s homes were denied access to information about their formative years. The Shaw Report demonstrated that management
of records in all formats (paper and electronic) is not just a bureaucratic process, but central to good governance and should not be ignored. A follow-up review of public records legislation by the
Keeper of the Records of Scotland (the Keeper) found further evidence of poor records management across the public sector. This resulted in the passage of the Act by the Scottish Parliament in
March 2011.
The Act requires a named authority to prepare and implement a records management plan (RMP) which must set out proper arrangements for the management of its records. A plan must clearly
describe the way the authority cares for the records that it creates, in any format, whilst carrying out its business activities. The RMP must be agreed with the Keeper and regularly reviewed.

2. Progress Update Review (PUR) Mechanism
Under section 5(1) & (2) of the Act the Keeper may only require a review of an authority’s agreed RMP to be undertaken not earlier than five years after the date on which the authority’s RMP was
last agreed. Regardless of whether an authority has successfully achieved its goals identified in its RMP or continues to work towards them, the minimum period of five years before the Keeper can
require a review of a RMP does not allow for continuous progress to be captured and recognised.
The success of the Act to date is attributable to a large degree to meaningful communication between the Keeper, the Assessment Team, and named public authorities. Consultation with Key
Contacts has highlighted the desirability of a mechanism to facilitate regular, constructive dialogue between stakeholders and the Assessment Team. Many authorities have themselves recognised
that such regular communication is necessary to keep their agreed plans up to date following inevitable organisational change. Following meetings between authorities and the Assessment Team, a
reporting mechanism through which progress and local initiatives can be acknowledged and reviewed by the Assessment Team was proposed. Key Contacts have expressed the hope that through
submission of regular updates, the momentum generated by the Act can continue to be sustained at all levels within authorities.
The PUR self-assessment review mechanism was developed in collaboration with stakeholders and was formally announced in the Keeper’s Annual Report published on 12 August 2016. The
completion of the PUR process enables authorities to be credited for the progress they are effecting and to receive constructive advice concerning on-going developments. Engaging with this
mechanism will not only maintain the spirit of the Act by encouraging senior management to recognise the need for good records management practices, but will also help authorities comply with
their statutory obligation under section 5(1)(a) of the Act to keep their RMP under review.
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3. Executive Summary
This Report sets out the findings of the Public Records (Scotland) Act 2011 (the Act) Assessment Team’s consideration of the Progress Update template submitted for the Board of Trustees for the
National Galleries of Scotland. The outcome of the assessment and relevant feedback can be found under sections 6 – 8.

4. Authority Background
The purpose of the National Galleries of Scotland (NGS) as set out in the governing legislation (the National Heritage (Scotland) Act 1985) is to:
•care for, preserve and add to the objects in their collections;
•ensure that the objects are exhibited to the public;
•ensure that the objects are available to persons seeking to inspect them in connection with study or research; and generally to promote the public’s enjoyment and understanding of the fine arts;
•and for those purposes to provide education, instruction and advice and to carry out research.
The National Galleries of Scotland look after one of the world’s finest collections of Western art ranging from the Middle Ages to the present day. These holdings include the national collection of
Scottish art displayed in an international context.
The National Galleries of Scotland is governed by a Board of Trustees. There are up to 12 trustees on the Board at any one time and they are appointed by Scottish Ministers through an open
appointments system.
Trustees are appointed for a four year term of office in the first instance and may be offered a second term.
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5. Assessment Process
A PUR submission is evaluated by the Act’s Assessment Team. The self-assessment process invites authorities to complete a template and send it to the Assessment Team one year after the date
of agreement of its RMP and every year thereafter. The self-assessment template highlights where an authority’s plan achieved agreement on an improvement basis and invites updates under those
‘Amber’ elements. However, it also provides an opportunity for authorities not simply to report on progress against improvements, but to comment on any new initiatives, highlight innovations, or record
changes to existing arrangements under those elements that had attracted an initial ‘Green’ score in their original RMP submission.
The assessment report considers statements made by an authority under the elements of its agreed Plan that included improvement models. It reflects any changes and/or progress made towards
achieving full compliance in those areas where agreement under improvement was made in the Keeper’s Assessment Report of their RMP. The PUR assessment report also considers statements of
further progress made in elements already compliant under the Act.
Engagement with the PUR mechanism for assessment cannot alter the Keeper’s Assessment Report of an authority’s agreed RMP or any RAG assessment within it. Instead the PUR Final Report
records the Assessment Team’s evaluation of the submission and its opinion on the progress being made by the authority since agreeing its RMP. The team’s assessment provides an informal
indication of what marking an authority could expect should it submit a revised RMP to the Keeper under the Act, although such assessment is made without prejudice to the Keeper’s right to adopt
a different marking at that stage.

Key:

G

The Assessment
Team agrees this
element of an
authority’s plan.

A

The Assessment
Team agrees this
element of an
authority’s progress
update submission
as an ‘improvement
model’. This means
that they are
convinced of the
authority’s
commitment to
closing a gap in
provision. They will
request that they are
updated as work on
this element
progresses.

R

There is a
serious gap in
provision for
this element
with no clear
explanation of
how this will be
addressed. The
Assessment
Team may
choose to notify
the Keeper on
this basis.
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Progress Update Review (PUR) Template: Board of Trustees for the National Galleries of Scotland

Element

Keeper’s Report
Comments on
Authority’s Plan
24MAY16

Status of
elements
under
agreed Plan
24MAY16

Progress
status
21NOV18

Progress
status
31AUG20

G

G

G

Update required on any
change.

No Change

No immediate action
required. Update required
on any future change

No change

No immediate action required.
Update required on any future
change.

G

G

G

Update required on any
change.

Louise Rasmussen,
Records & Information
Manager replaced
Andy Connor, Records
Management Advisor
in April 2017.

The job description has been
supplied and this post
continues to include all the
responsibilities identified in
the original job description.
There are a few changes
which reflect the greater
maturity of the records
management programme
and the embedding of
records management
practices in the organisation.
The Keeper thanks the
authority for this update to
the statutory role under the
Public Records (Scotland)
Act 2011 1 (2) (a) (ii).

Louise Rasmussen, Records &
Information Manager’s contract has been
extended to end-March 2021. There are
no changes to the job description.

The Keeper’s Assessment
Team thanks the National
Galleries of Scotland for this
update which has been noted.

Currently reviewing and expanding the
Framework to include other aspects that
affect information governance such as IT,
Cyber, Physical and People elements.

In their original submission the
National Galleries of Scotland
committed to keeping their
information governance
policies and guidance
documents under review and
the Assessment Team
acknowledges that this is
being done.

1. Senior Officer

2. Records
Manager

Self-assessment
Update
27SEP18

Progress Review
Comment,
21NOV18

Self-assessment Update as
submitted by the Authority since
21NOV18

Progress Review Comment
31AUG20

The Keeper notes that the
current post is being filled on
a two year fixed term basis
and requests that he is kept
informed of any changes to
this arrangement particularly
when it comes to the end of
the contract.

G
3. Policy

G

G

Update required on any
change.

All policy documents
submitted as evidence
in 2016 have been
reviewed. Policy and
guidance documents
related to Information
Management, Records
Management, and
Data Protection/GDPR
now fall under an
Information
Management
Framework.
NGS now has an:
Information

The regular review of these
policies is best practice. The
requirement is for a Records
Management Policy but it is
also helpful to see the list of
policies which relate to other
Elements. The development
of a comprehensive
Information Management
Framework is good practice
and facilitates the
management and regular
review of all relevant
policies.

All Information Management policies,
procedures and guidance have been
reviewed and can now be found on a new
dedicated intranet site.

Securing an information
governance area of the
authority’s intranet is
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Management Policy, IT
Use Policy, IT Asset
Policy, Information
Handling Guidance,
and Information
Management
Handbook. These
documents have been
reviewed by the CrossDepartmental Security
Review Group.

commendable. This should
provide staff with a single
location for access to all
relevant policy and guidance
documents.

Our Data Protection
Officer is currently
reviewing the
Information
Management
Handbook &
Information Handling
Guidance to ensure it
meets personal data
protection
requirements.

G

G

G

Update required on any
change.

The Keeper’s
assessment in 2016
was that NGS’ Records
Retention Schedule is
quite sufficient under
this element for the
purposes of the Act.
NGS no longer intends
to develop a separate
in-depth Business
Classification scheme,
as the current highlevel one is suitable for
our business purposes.

This update is noted with
thanks. The original
business decision to create a
separate Business
Classification Scheme (BCS)
was deemed not necessary
for PRSA compliance
purposes because the
Retention Schedule
incorporated the BCS. It is
sensible to combine
elements in this way.

No change to report.

No immediate action required.
Update required on any future
change.

G

G

G

Update required on any
change.

The Records Retention
Schedule has been
reviewed and records
descriptions
consolidated to make it
more user-friendly.

Regular review is best
practice and this update is
welcome.

Currently investigating how best to retain
or destroy electronic records as part of
Office 365 implementation.

It is important that the agreed
retention schedule can be
imposed on any new system
and it is good that the National
Galleries have recognised this.

4. Business
Classification

5. Retention
Schedule

Many Scottish public
authorities are migrating to a
M365 (O365) solution and the
availability of mandatory
retention ‘labels’ for record
types (and the licence level
required to control these
labels) is a ‘hot topic’ at the
moment. The Keeper would be
very interested in the Galleries’
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experience with this going
forward.
The PRSA Assessment Team
is closely monitoring this
situation (as is the Information
and Records Management
Society). If the authority
wishes to discuss further
please get in touch either with
the PRSA Team or with
scotland@irms.org.uk
The Assessment Team looks
forward to updates in
subsequent PURs.
This element remains at Green
while this work is ongoing.

G

G

G

6. Destruction
Arrangements

No changes to report.

No immediate action
required. Update required on
any future change

A wastepaper disposal guide has been
written and communicated to staff.

Thanks for this update which
has been noted.

The old intranet and all its contents was
deleted on 8 April 2020.

A
7. Archiving and
Transfer

Update required on any
change.

A

A

The Board have identified
the National Records of
Scotland as the repository
to which it will transfer
these records [of enduring
value not directly related to
the collections].
An MOU will be created
between the Board and the
National Records of
Scotland to formally
document this
arrangement. When this is
in place the Keeper will
require a copy to be
provided for the PRSA
submission.
The Keeper suggests
that, once negotiations
with NRS are concluded,
the Records Retention
Schedule (see elements 4
and 5) could be amended
to differentiate between
records archived locally
and those transferred to
NRS under the MOU.

An updated MoU has
been created between
NGS and The National
Records of Scotland
that includes
references to GDPR.
This is to be signed by
both parties by
December 2018.
Various staff recently
met on 24 September
2018 to look at archival
requirements as part of
the project to design
and build the National
Collection Facility in
Granton. To inform this
project staff are
planning to review
archival records held at
NRS and Iron
Mountain. Once this
review is complete the
Records Retention
Schedule will be
amended to include inhouse and external
archival arrangements,

The updated MoU will
facilitate the preservation of
records of enduring value.
The Granton development
will be a significant
development for the longterm preservation of the
archival records and should
enable compliance with the
Keeper’s Supplementary
Guidance on Proper
Arrangements for Archiving
Public Records. This
development is a significant
investment with benefits for
the collections and internal
records and should make it
possible for externally held
records of enduring value to
be brought back into the
NLS repositories.

Still need to work with the National
Records of Scotland to a) review and sign
the MoU between NGS and NRS
considering legislative changes, GDPR
and data protection, and b) review NRS’
policy and process arrangements for the
transfer of physical and digital-born
records.

The Act requires that all
Scottish public authorities
identify a suitable repository
for the permanent preservation
of any records considered
suitable for archiving. A formal
arrangement for transfer to
that repository must be in
Together with a group of colleagues have
reviewed archival storage requirements for place.
various digital assets and electronic
records, which feeds into the wider
Collections Management Systems Review
project.

The Keeper has already
agreed the identification of
NRS as a suitable repository
for the preservation of the
Some Collections archival records held
National Galleries’
off-site have been identified, and further
work is required to identify other business
administrative records
records that need to be held indefinitely for selected for permanent
archival purposes.
retention. The Keeper has
agreed that public records
directly relating to the galleries
collections will remain in their
care possibly in a National
Collection Facility in Granton.
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G
8. Information
Security

G

G

The Keeper can agree
this element of the
Board’s Plan under
‘improvement model’
terms. This mean that
the authority has
identified a suitable
repository for records
selected for permanent
preservation and have
put processes in place to
formalise transfer
arrangements. The
Keeper’s agreement is
conditional on the MOU,
between NRS and the
Board being, created,
signed and forwarded to
the PRSA Assessment
Team.

and relevant policies
and guidance will be
developed to support
archiving and transfer
of records to
appropriate facilities.

Update required on any
change.

Information security is
addressed in the
policies and guidance
documents under
element 2.

The National Galleries have
committed to negotiations with
NRS to develop a
memorandum of
understanding to formally
agree the obligations on both
the authority and the
repository with regard to the
transfer of records selected for
permanent preservation.
However, these negotiations
have not been finalised.
This element will remain at
Amber while this work is
ongoing.

Wombat Security
Training has been
rolled out to staff that
use NGS IT Systems in
July 2018. These
online modules cover
cybersecurity,
information security
and physical security.
The Scottish
Government has
mandated that all
public bodies gain the
Cyber-Essentials Plus
accreditation to ensure
a basic level of
information security.
NGS is currently
working on a
programme of IT
infrastructure
improvements that will
help us gain
accreditation.
Records Management,
as well as Information
Security and
Classification has been
included as a
deliverable in an initial

It is helpful to note that
information security is part of
the Information Management
Framework.
Ensuring that all staff are
trained appropriately is good
practice.
The work towards Cyber
Essentials Plus is a positive
development in upgrading
information security for
digital records.
NGS are to be commended
for including information
security and wider records
management concerns in its
planning and specification of
new systems at an early
stage. This kind of forward
planning is essential to
ensure that records
generated within new
systems are appropriately
managed from the start.
Without such planning, there
is a high risk of creating
legacy problems for future
users of the new systems.

Information security policies, procedures
and guidance is being reviewed as part of
the Framework under element 2.
The following guidance has been
communicated to staff and can be found
on the new intranet: (1) information
security guidance for home working, (2)
guidance on which Office 365 tools have
been approved for use, (3) Guidance on
externally arranged web meetings using
alternative tools; (4) Guidance on
recording internal meetings and deleting
Stream videos,(5) meetings and
documents protocol – using Microsoft
Teams, OneDrive and network drives.
The scope of the Digital Workplace (Office
365) project changed - the Records &
Information Manager built the Galleries
new modern SharePoint intranet, which
launched in December 2019.
The Records & Information Manager is
working with the Infrastructure Project
Manager to agree and run pilots in
Microsoft Teams over the next six months.
Records retention and information
classification and security will be
considered in future phases of the Office
365 project.

In their original submission the
National Galleries of Scotland
committed to keeping their
information governance
policies and guidance
documents under review and
the Assessment Team
acknowledges that this is
being done.
Securing an information
governance area of the
authority’s intranet is
commendable. This should
provide staff with a single
location for access to all
relevant policy and guidance
documents.
As noted under element 5
above the migration to a
SharePoint/O365 solution is
currently:
a) Increasingly common in the
Scottish Public Sector and
b) The subject of some debate
around records management
functionality.
The management of records
created in Teams, One Drive
and other ‘out of the box’ O365
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project brief for the
Digital Workplace
(Office365) Project. A
project manager has
been recently
appointed to take this
project forward in
2019.

apps features strongly in that
debate. The Assessment
Team would be very interested
in hearing the experience of
the National Galleries in this
area.
The NGS Records &
Information Manager may be
interested to know that there is
a PRSA Knowledge Hub site
around this topic. For example
at:
https://www.khub.net/group/pu
blic-records-scotland-actdiscussion-group/groupforum//message_boards/message/32
9013279

G
9. Data
Protection

G

G

Update required on any
change.

The Data Protection
Officer has been
leading on personal
data and GDPR
compliance.
The revised Records
Retention Schedule
has been used as a
template to ascertain
which records contain
personal data, and
other information
required to comply with
GDPR. Work is
ongoing to populate a
personal data asset
register with staff
responses.
Where appropriate,
protecting personal
data is being included
in the policies and
guidance documents
mentioned under
element 2. Work on
this is ongoing.

The use of the Retention
Schedule to develop an
Information Asset Register is
sensible. This will enable full
assurance that all personal
data is held in compliance
with the Data Protection Act
2018.
NGS Collections will present
specific issues for
processing personal data
and it may be helpful to
consider the advice
published by The National
Archives
http://www.nationalarchives.
gov.uk/documents/informatio
n-management/guide-toarchiving-personal-data.pdf

Data protection policies, procedures and
guidance can be found on a new
Information Management intranet site.
The record of processing activity as
required under A30 of GDPR is under
review and will form the basis of a
personal data asset register and will then
be extended to a full information asset
register.

As with all other Scottish
public authorities the Board of
Trustees of the National
Galleries of Scotland have
been required to review and
update their data protection
procedures in light of the 2018
legislation.
The Assessment Team
acknowledges that the public
facing Galleries website has
been updated appropriately:
https://www.nationalgalleries.o
rg/website-terms-ofuse/general-privacy-notice
The Assessment Team notes
the intention to develop an
Information asset Register in
the authority. This is
commendable. They look
forward to updates in
subsequent PURs.

The Data Protection
Policy is currently
being reviewed.
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G

G

G

10. Business
Continuity and
Vital Records

Update required on any
change.

No changes to report.

No immediate action
required. Update required on
any future change

Information-related legislative compliance
and information security is being
specifically included in a continuity
analysis currently being drafted as part of
business continuity planning.

The Assessment Team notes
that new business continuity
documents will soon be
available. The Assessment
Team requests that these are
submitted along with the
Galleries’ next PUR. They will
store these in order that they
may keep the submission upto-date.
The importance of keeping
continuity plans under review
and regularly tested is
emphasised by the authority
and, of course, in Spring 2020,
has now been implemented in
response to the Covid19
lockdown. It will be very
interesting to review the
success of the National
Galleries’ business continuity
arrangements around access
to record once the current
emergency is passed (perhaps
a fuller statement in next
year’s PUR?).

G

G

G

Update required on any
change.

No changes to report.

No immediate action
required. Update required on
any future change

No changes to report

No immediate action required.
Update required on any future
change.

G

G

G

Update required on any
change.

Louise Rasmussen has
a PhD in Knowledge
Management and an
MSc in e-Business.
She has prior
experience of
implementing Records
Management in a
public sector
organisation.

Ms Rasmussen, the
individual identified at
Element 2, has appropriate
qualifications, skills and
experience to undertake this
role, as per the Keeper’s
agreement of the Records
Management Plan. Updates
on support for professional
development opportunities
for Ms Rasmussen would be
welcome in future PURs.

Currently gaining on-the-job experience of
document/ content/ information/ records
management and information security as
part of Office 365 implementation.

The Keeper expects to see
evidence that Staff creating, or
otherwise processing records,
are appropriately trained and
supported.

11. Audit Trail

12. Competency
Framework

As mentioned under
element 8, Wombat
Security Training was
rolled out to staff that
use NGS IT Systems in
July 2018. These
online modules cover
cybersecurity,
information security
and physical security.

The need for continual
training of all staff who
undertake record-keeping
responsibilities at all levels is
clearly being taken seriously.
It is good practice to deliver
training in a variety of
methods.

Alongside Data Protection Officer
delivered team briefing sessions on
Records Management and GDPR.
Online training sessions (GDPR, FOI,
Records Management, Information
Security, Cyber Security and Office 365
apps) are going to be scheduled in the
next 3-4 months as many staff return to
work on site and return from furlough
leave. A series of recorded mini briefings
or modules on specific topics will be
developed for staff to access as required.

There is abundant evidence
that the Board of Trustees of
the National Galleries of
Scotland take this aspect of
their records management
provision seriously.
The Assessment Team notes
the statement about training
on SharePoint/O365. The
Assessment Team emphasise
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Some form of verification of who’s viewed
which training may be required.

the importance of appropriate
polices, governance and staff
training in making this major
project a success. It is
apparent that the National
Galleries understand this.

The participation in the PUR
process is a welcome
addition to the NGS Review
Schedule as agreed by the
Keeper in 2016
appropriately.

The actions remain the same as the last
progress report.

No immediate action required.
Update required on any future
change.

No immediate action
required. Update required on
any future change

Data sharing templates are being
developed for data protection purposes.

The Assessment Team notes
that new Data Sharing
Templates will soon be
available. The Assessment
Team requests that these are
submitted along with the
Galleries’ next PUR. They will
store these in order that they
may keep the submission upto-date.

The Records &
Information Manager
and Data Protection
Officer are planning to
deliver face-to-face
team briefing sessions
on Records
Management and
GDPR from November
2018.

G

G

G

13. Assessment
and Review

Update required on any
change.

Policies and guidance
falling under the
Information
Management
Framework (element 2
above) will be reviewed
every two years, or in
response to
organisational or
legislative changes.
The NRS Progress
Update Review (PUR)
process will be used to
review progress
against the Act.

G
14. Shared
Information

G

G

Update required on any
change.

No changes to report.
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7. The Public Records (Scotland) Act Assessment Team’s Summary
Version
The progress update submission which has been assessed is the one received by the Assessment Team on 14 July 2020. The progress update was submitted by Louise Rasmussen, Records &
Information Manager.
The progress update submission makes it clear that it is a submission for the Board of Trustees of the National Galleries of Scotland.
PRSA Assessment Team’s Summary
The Assessment Team has reviewed the Board of Trustees of the National Galleries of Scotland’s Progress Update submission and agrees that the proper record management arrangements
outlined by the fourteen elements in the authority’s plan continue to be properly considered. The Assessment Team commends this authority’s efforts to keep its Records Management Plan under
review.
General Comments
The Board of Trustees of the National Galleries of Scotland continues to take its records management obligations seriously and is working to bring all elements into full compliance.
Section 5(2) of the Public Records (Scotland) Act 2011 provides the Keeper of the Records of Scotland (the Keeper) with authority to revisit an agreed plan only after five years has elapsed since
the date of agreement. Section 5(6) allows authorities to revise their agreed plan at any time and resubmit this for the Keeper’s agreement. The Act does not require authorities to provide regular
updates against progress. The Keeper, however, encourages such updates.
The Keeper cannot change the status of elements formally agreed under a voluntary submission, but he can use such submissions to indicate how he might now regard this status should the
authority choose to resubmit its plan under section (5)(6) of the Act.
8. The Public Records (Scotland) Act Assessment Team’s Evaluation
Based on the progress update assessment the Assessment Team considers that the Board of Trustees of the National Galleries of Scotland continue to take their statutory obligations seriously and
are working hard to bring all the elements of their records management arrangements into full compliance with the Act and fulfil the Keeper’s expectations.


The Assessment Team recommends authorities consider publishing PUR assessment reports on their websites as an example of continued good practice both within individual authorities and
across the sector.

This report follows the Public Records (Scotland) Act Assessment Team’s review carried out by,

………………………………
Pete Wadley
Public Records Officer
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